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Essay On Farmer (Structure/Outline) 

1. Introduction 
2. History of Farmers 
3. Life Style of a Farmer 
4. Importance of Farmers 
5. Problems faced by Farmers 
6. Advancements in Techniques for Farmers 
7. FAQs 

Introduction 

A farmer is a person who cultivates, harvests, and sells crops. He is the backbone of our society 

due to his hard work and dedication to farming. Farming involves taking care of various 

activities such as sowing seeds, harvesting crops, soil management, marketing of produce, etc.  

The farmer is responsible for feeding the nation with food grains and other agricultural products. 

They are continuously adapting their practices to modern advances in science, technology, and 

ecological sustainability. Farmers work hard every day - rain or shine - to bring nutritious meals 

to our tables while caring for the environment. Despite the challenges they face and the rigors of 

the profession, they remain dedicated contributors to our global community. 

History of Farmers 

Since the dawn of civilization, farmers have been the primary support for our existence. From 

the earliest times, civilizations were built around agriculture and trade and spread through 

farming techniques.  

Farmers used traditional methods such as hand tools, animal labor, and tilling to cultivate their 

land and grow crops. During this period, societies began to understand and appreciate the 

importance of farming and the collaboration between farmers. 

The Industrial Revolution brought about a change in the way farmers worked with advances in 

technology such as tractors, mechanized equipment, and pesticides for crop protection. This 

allowed for larger-scale production, increased efficiency, and improved yields. As the population 

began to grow, mechanization helped meet the increasing demand for food and supported the 

growth of global trade. 

Life Style of a Farmer 

A farmer’s life is filled with hard work and dedication. From morning to night, farmers are 

constantly busy tending to their fields and taking care of the livestock. They wake up early in the 

morning to plow the field and sow seeds.  
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Then comes the process of watering, weeding, fertilizing, and protecting crops from diseases and 

pests. After that, they look after their animals such as cows, goats, sheep, etc. A farmer’s day 

does not end here; he has to spend time marketing his produce, paying taxes, maintaining 

accounts, etc. 

They live a simple life with the necessities of life and take pride in their work. They do not get 

much time to spend with family but they make up for it during festival times and have a great 

sense of camaraderie among themselves. 

Importance of Farmers 

Farmers play an important role in our society as they are responsible for providing food grains, 

vegetables, and fruits to the nation. Without farmers, our society would collapse as we would not 

have access to an adequate food supply.  

In addition, farmers help with maintaining the ecological balance by using organic farming and 

other sustainable practices. They also provide a livelihood to thousands of people involved in 

this profession directly or indirectly. 

Also, farmers are an integral part of rural development as they create employment opportunities 

in rural areas and help to improve the standard of living. 

They dedicate their days to carefully crafting and preserving the land, managing resources 

responsibly and adjusting their methods over time to ensure that they are providing the highest 

quality of products. Because of this, farmers help create a sustainable world for generations to 

come by sparing our planet from the excessive use of petroleum products and chemical additives.  

Additionally, farmers advocate for policies promoting clean air and water while organizing 

events where people can connect with nature and truly appreciate the protections they contribute 

to. We owe farmers more than we can ever repay them because they are essentially strengthening 

the foundations of our society. 

Problems faced by Farmers 

Despite their importance, farmers still face many difficulties and challenges in their profession. 

These can be attributed to a variety of factors such as natural calamities, price fluctuations, low 

yields due to over-exploitation of resources, etc.  

As farming is heavily dependent on monsoon rains, any failure of rainfall can cause a major 

setback to farmers. Besides this, the cost of fertilizers and other inputs has gone up in recent 

times which is putting more pressure on their finances. 

Moreover, farmers are also faced with land disputes and legal complications while dealing with 

agricultural lands. Furthermore, they lack access to modern technology and are unable to reap the 

benefits of advances in agriculture. 
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Advancements in Techniques for Farmers 

With the advancement of technology, there have been several developments that are helping 

farmers. One such development is the introduction of modern agricultural techniques such as 

drip irrigation, conservation tillage, etc. This helps them save both time and money while 

providing higher yields. 

In addition, many governments are taking steps to provide subsidies, incentives, and other 

benefits to the farmers to make their work easier. Moreover, there is an increasing focus on 

organic farming which helps in preserving the environment while providing better-quality 

products. There have also been initiatives such as e-choupal and mobile apps which are helping 

the farmers get better prices for their produce. 

Despite this, they still face several problems and challenges which need to be addressed. 

Thankfully, with the advancement of technology, there have been many developments that are 

helping them to improve their productivity. We must understand the importance of farmers and 

come together to work towards solving the issues they face. 

FAQs 

Why farmers are called real heroes? 

Farmers are known as real heroes because of their hard work and dedication to bringing food to 

the population. Their efforts help sustain the lives of millions and often go unappreciated. 

What are some issues faced by farmers? 

Some of the issues faced by farmers include natural calamities, price fluctuations, low yields due 

to over-exploitation of resources, land disputes, legal complications, lack of access to modern 

technology, and difficulty getting fair prices for their produce. 

How can technology help farmers? 

Technology can help farmers in various ways such as providing access to modern agricultural 

techniques, giving them access to subsidies and incentives, helping them get better prices for 

their produce, providing resources for organic farming, and more. 

What is the importance of farmers? 

Farmers play a crucial role in our society by producing food and other necessary goods. They are 

essential in maintaining human life and preserving the environment. Without them, our lives 

would be drastically different and less sustainable. 

What can we do to help farmers? 
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We can help farmers by advocating for their rights, supporting their initiatives, providing 

resources and access to modern technologies, educating ourselves on their hardships, and buying 

local produce whenever possible. 
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